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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

II B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August– 2015 
ELECTROMAGNITIC FIELDS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which of the following statement is incorrect when two point charges Q1&Q2 are placed at 1meter 

apart             [ ] 
A) Force between them is repulsive         B) Force acts alone the line joining the charges 
C) Force on Q1 is same as force on Q2    D) Force between them increase with increase of distance 

  
2. Force on a stationary or moving electric charge Q in electric field is given by  [ ] 
            A)E/Q2   B)EQ   C) E/Q   D) E2/Q 
 
3. Gauss law can be applied on certain complex problems when    [ ] 
            A)There is complications      B) there is symmetry 
            C) Gaussian surface is suitably chosen   D) both (B) and (C) 
 
4. A point charge of 1C is placed at the origin of the co-ordinate system the amount  [ ] 

  of flux crossing the  plane X=1 is  
            A)  0C              B)  1/4C       C)  1/3C         D)  1/2C 
 
5. Electric flux originates at ____ and terminate at _____     [ ] 

A) –ve charge and –ve charge    B) –ve charge and +ve charge 
             C)  +ve charge and –ve charge  D) +ve charge and +ve charge 

 
6. The electric potential has         [ ] 

A) only magnitude    B)only direction 
C)  neither magnitude nor  direction  D)none of the above 
 

7. Coulombs Law is used to          [ ] 
A) It is useful to find flux  , flux density  D   
B) It is used to fined the enclosed charge from the  knowledge of either D or E    
C) Find the force between a pair of charges   D) none of these 

 
8. Example of polar type of  dielectric is        [ ] 
         A) oxygen    B) water     C) hydrogen      D) nitrogen  
 
9. The magnetic field in terms of magnetic flux density is given by         [ ] 

A)H = B/µ B)H = B µ C)B = H/ µ D) all the above 
 

10. Biot savarts law is also known as          [ ] 
A) Amperes work law    B) Amperes force law 
C) Amperes law for current element  D) Amperes law 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11. The electric field inside a perfect conductor is ------------------------------------- 
 
12. The expression for gauss law is ----------------- 

 
13. The force per unit length between two current carrying wires placed in air separated by a    distance d 

carrying currents I1 and I2 in the same direction is-------------------------- 
 

 14. A magnetic dipole of moment m is placed in a magnetic field B. The torque on the dipole is-------------
-------------------------------- 

 
15. The inductance of a long solenoid of N turns and cross sectional area A and length L is    ---                              

---------------------------------             
 

 16. The unit of electric field intensity is     ------------------         
    

 17.    The Gaussian surface is always a -------------------- surface 
 
18. The Laplace equation for charge free region is ----------------------- 

 
19. The direction of the emf due to electromagnetic induction is given by-------------------- 

 
20. The magnetic field in an ideal conductor is -------------- 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A point charge of 1C is placed at the origin of the co-ordinate system the amount  [ ] 

  of flux crossing the  plane X=1 is  
            A)  0C              B)  1/4C       C)  1/3C         D)  1/2C 
 
2. Electric flux originates at ____ and terminate at _____     [ ] 

A) –ve charge and –ve charge    B) –ve charge and +ve charge 
             C)  +ve charge and –ve charge  D) +ve charge and +ve charge 

 
3. The electric potential has         [ ] 

A) only magnitude    B)only direction 
C)  neither magnitude nor  direction  D)none of the above 
 

4. Coulombs Law is used to          [ ] 
A) It is useful to find flux  , flux density  D   
B) It is used to fined the enclosed charge from the  knowledge of either D or E    
C) Find the force between a pair of charges   D) none of these 

 
5. Example of polar type of  dielectric is        [ ] 
         A) oxygen    B) water     C) hydrogen      D) nitrogen  
 
6. The magnetic field in terms of magnetic flux density is given by         [ ] 

A)H = B/µ B)H = B µ C)B = H/ µ D) all the above 
 

7. Biot savarts law is also known as          [ ] 
A) Amperes work law    B) Amperes force law 
C) Amperes law for current element  D) Amperes law 

 
8. Which of the following statement is incorrect when two point charges Q1&Q2 are placed at 1meter 

apart             [ ] 
A) Force between them is repulsive         B) Force acts alone the line joining the charges 
C) Force on Q1 is same as force on Q2    D) Force between them increase with increase of distance 

  
9. Force on a stationary or moving electric charge Q in electric field is given by  [ ] 
            A)E/Q2   B)EQ   C) E/Q   D) E2/Q 
 
10. Gauss law can be applied on certain complex problems when    [ ] 
            A)There is complications      B) there is symmetry 
            C) Gaussian surface is suitably chosen   D) both (B) and (C) 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11. A magnetic dipole of moment m is placed in a magnetic field B. The torque on the dipole is-------------

-------------------------------- 
 
12. The inductance of a long solenoid of N turns and cross sectional area A and length L is                                     

---------------------------------             
 

 13. The unit of electric field intensity is     ------------------         
    

 14.    The Gaussian surface is always a -------------------- surface 
 
15. The Laplace equation for charge free region is ----------------------- 

 
16. The direction of the emf due to electromagnetic induction is given by-------------------- 

 
17. The magnetic field in an ideal conductor is -------------- 
 
18. The electric field inside a perfect conductor is ------------------------------------- 
 
19. The expression for gauss law is ----------------- 

 
20. The force per unit length between two current carrying wires placed in air separated by a    distance d 

carrying currents I1 and I2 in the same direction is-------------------------- 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The electric potential has         [ ] 

A) only magnitude    B)only direction 
C)  neither magnitude nor  direction  D)none of the above 
 

2. Coulombs Law is used to          [ ] 
A) It is useful to find flux  , flux density  D   
B) It is used to fined the enclosed charge from the  knowledge of either D or E    
C) Find the force between a pair of charges   D) none of these 

 
3. Example of polar type of  dielectric is        [ ] 
         A) oxygen    B) water     C) hydrogen      D) nitrogen  
 
4. The magnetic field in terms of magnetic flux density is given by         [ ] 

A)H = B/µ B)H = B µ C)B = H/ µ D) all the above 
 

5. Biot savarts law is also known as          [ ] 
A) Amperes work law    B) Amperes force law 
C) Amperes law for current element  D) Amperes law 

 
6. Which of the following statement is incorrect when two point charges Q1&Q2 are placed at 1meter 

apart             [ ] 
A) Force between them is repulsive         B) Force acts alone the line joining the charges 
C) Force on Q1 is same as force on Q2    D) Force between them increase with increase of distance 

  
7. Force on a stationary or moving electric charge Q in electric field is given by  [ ] 
            A)E/Q2   B)EQ   C) E/Q   D) E2/Q 
 
8. Gauss law can be applied on certain complex problems when    [ ] 
            A)There is complications      B) there is symmetry 
            C) Gaussian surface is suitably chosen   D) both (B) and (C) 
 
9. A point charge of 1C is placed at the origin of the co-ordinate system the amount  [ ] 

  of flux crossing the  plane X=1 is  
            A)  0C              B)  1/4C       C)  1/3C         D)  1/2C 
 
10. Electric flux originates at ____ and terminate at _____     [ ] 

A) –ve charge and –ve charge    B) –ve charge and +ve charge 
             C)  +ve charge and –ve charge  D) +ve charge and +ve charge 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
 11. The unit of electric field intensity is     ------------------         

    
 12.    The Gaussian surface is always a -------------------- surface 
 
13. The Laplace equation for charge free region is ----------------------- 

 
14. The direction of the emf due to electromagnetic induction is given by-------------------- 

 
15. The magnetic field in an ideal conductor is -------------- 
 
16. The electric field inside a perfect conductor is ------------------------------------- 
 
17. The expression for gauss law is ----------------- 

 
18. The force per unit length between two current carrying wires placed in air separated by a    distance d 

carrying currents I1 and I2 in the same direction is-------------------------- 
 

 19. A magnetic dipole of moment m is placed in a magnetic field B. The torque on the dipole is-------------
-------------------------------- 

 
20. The inductance of a long solenoid of N turns and cross sectional area A and length L is    ---                              

---------------------------------             
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Example of polar type of  dielectric is        [ ] 
         A) oxygen    B) water     C) hydrogen      D) nitrogen  
 
2. The magnetic field in terms of magnetic flux density is given by         [ ] 

A)H = B/µ B)H = B µ C)B = H/ µ D) all the above 
 

3. Biot savarts law is also known as          [ ] 
A) Amperes work law    B) Amperes force law 
C) Amperes law for current element  D) Amperes law 

 
4. Which of the following statement is incorrect when two point charges Q1&Q2 are placed at 1meter 

apart             [ ] 
A) Force between them is repulsive         B) Force acts alone the line joining the charges 
C) Force on Q1 is same as force on Q2    D) Force between them increase with increase of distance 

  
5. Force on a stationary or moving electric charge Q in electric field is given by  [ ] 
            A)E/Q2   B)EQ   C) E/Q   D) E2/Q 
 
6. Gauss law can be applied on certain complex problems when    [ ] 
            A)There is complications      B) there is symmetry 
            C) Gaussian surface is suitably chosen   D) both (B) and (C) 
 
7. A point charge of 1C is placed at the origin of the co-ordinate system the amount  [ ] 

  of flux crossing the  plane X=1 is  
            A)  0C              B)  1/4C       C)  1/3C         D)  1/2C 
 
8. Electric flux originates at ____ and terminate at _____     [ ] 

A) –ve charge and –ve charge    B) –ve charge and +ve charge 
             C)  +ve charge and –ve charge  D) +ve charge and +ve charge 

 
9. The electric potential has         [ ] 

A) only magnitude    B)only direction 
C)  neither magnitude nor  direction  D)none of the above 
 

10. Coulombs Law is used to          [ ] 
A) It is useful to find flux  , flux density  D   
B) It is used to fined the enclosed charge from the  knowledge of either D or E    
C) Find the force between a pair of charges   D) none of these 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11. The Laplace equation for charge free region is ----------------------- 

 
12. The direction of the emf due to electromagnetic induction is given by-------------------- 

 
13. The magnetic field in an ideal conductor is -------------- 
 
14. The electric field inside a perfect conductor is ------------------------------------- 
 
15. The expression for gauss law is ----------------- 

 
16. The force per unit length between two current carrying wires placed in air separated by a    distance d 

carrying currents I1 and I2 in the same direction is-------------------------- 
 

 17. A magnetic dipole of moment m is placed in a magnetic field B. The torque on the dipole is-------------
-------------------------------- 

 
18. The inductance of a long solenoid of N turns and cross sectional area A and length L is                                     

---------------------------------             
 

 19. The unit of electric field intensity is     ------------------         
    

 20.    The Gaussian surface is always a -------------------- surface 
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